G RA NA DA
A TOWN OF MANY ETHNICITIES AND CULTURES, GRANADA HAS BEEN THE STAGE FOR HISTORIC CHANGES
AND TIMES THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN OTHERWISE FORGOTTEN

MU ST
SIBARIUS
Market cuisine. Try its fusion of nikkei, Far East,
and Peruvian cooking, if you dare. You won't
regret it.

ROOM MATE LEO
Its pleasant terrace in the centre of the town is the perfect
place to take a rest and admire the beauty of Granada,
crowned by the Alhambra.

VILLA ONIRIA
The garden of this lordly villa has been designed for
enjoyment. Full of aromatic plants, it leads to an
inner patio and a spa where you can spend a relaxing
afternoon.

SANTA PAULA PALACE
The central cloister of the old convent of Santa Paula is now a
great place to have a cocktail or a glass of wine. Its high
cuisine restaurant, El Claustro, in the former convent
refectory, is also highly recommended.

HUERTO DE JUAN RANAS
This restaurant, on the Mirador de San Nicolás, brings
together the essence of Andalusi cooking and traditional
Granada dishes. A perfect combination.

ÁLVARO ARRIAGA
Sophisticated cooking with Basque roots in the Caja
Granada Museu, at a height of 60 m, in a unique
location.

LA FÁBULA
Enjoying dinner on its terrace against the backdrop of its
fountains is wonderful. Its innovative, designer cuisine will
leave you open-mouthed. Or rather closed-mouthed.

OMKARA FEELFOOD
Sophisticated, generous, and tremendously
original tapas in a traditional setting.

GO
THE ALHAMBRA AND
EL GENERALIFE
One of the most visited monuments in the world.
The summit of Nazari art. Wouldn't you like to
be a Sultan to enjoy its wonderful rooms?

ALBAYCÍN
This old district is a picturesque network of whitewashed
streets on a hill, where Baroque churches stand alongside
Arabic cisterns. In this district you will find:

MIRADOR SAN NICOLÁS
A viewpoint overlooking the entire Alhambra, where
you can watch amazing sunsets. The most beautiful
thing in town for many.

GRANADA CATHEDRAL
Built by Queen Isabella, this masterpiece of the Spanish
Renaissance houses her and her husband Ferdinand's
sepulchre.

EL SACROMONTE
The home of gypsies and Flamenco artists for centuries, with
very peculiar dwellings: caves. From its slopes you can see
the Alhambra, the Albaycín, and Valparaíso valley.

EL REALEJO
The old Jewish quarter in the Muslim town is a great place
to enjoy a beer with typical Granada tapas.

BAÑUELO ARABIC BATHHOUSE
An impressive Arabic bathhouse that displays the refinement
of Spanish Arabs one thousand years ago.

PLAZA NUEVA
Despite its name, it's the oldest square in Granada.
Several historic buildings stand around it.

EL CORRAL DEL CARBÓN
This old 14th-century Andalusi corn exchange is the best
preserved one in the Iberian Peninsula.

